The Hospital, Nov. 24, 1900. who is, perhaps, only earning 30s. or ?2 a week, or even less, and also has to pay her board and lodging as well.
MIDDLE-CLASS NURSING IN CORNWALL.
The Redruth District Nursing Association Committee have again proved that under certain circumstances the nursing of the sick poor and middle-class nursing can be successfully combined. The advantages to the latter, and the benefit of consequent contributions to the funds of the Association, have in no way been allowed to interfere with the efficient nursing of the sick poor, who are attended free of cost, and whose claims are first recognised. In a district like Redruth the sick poor are not always so numerous as to take up all the time of the trained nurse.
Payments for services this year form about a seventh part of the total income of the Association?a matter of some little importance?although very secondary to the real good done, and to the genuine interest and good feeling evoked on the part of those attended. Miss Brindley, the painstaking district nurse, having resigned after a residence of nearly six years, will be succeeded by Miss about. There is the gentle touch, the womanly tact, the sensitive feeling for your patient, the perfect truthfulness which is brave enough to own a mistake, the absolute conscientiousness and entire devotion to the work without which no one can ever be a nurse in the highest sense of the term. Probationers may be trained for twenty years, but if they do not possess these qualifications they will never be either kind or reliable nurses.
As a matron and a woman I would rather have a probationer of three months' standing to nurse me, had the probationer these essential qualifications, combined with brains and common sense, than a nurse of six years' experience, who had passed every conceivable examination and had learnt everything it was possible to learn about every disease under the sun, who did not possess them.
With the former my life would be in comparative safety, with the latter in hourly danger. It is to the interest of so many folks to throw cold water on a scheme which lessens illr gotten profits. As a rule, we leave our preparation of food to the most unintelligent people.
We can only hope the day is not far distant when the science of cookery, in sickness and health, and household management, will take the first place in the education of every girl that is born, letting her take up any science or art she may please after she has mastered these essentials.
Miss Boland gives us a most readable study, making the scientific side simple and easy to understand, in her " Explanatory Lessons," and follows it up by many practical and appetising recipes. We feel sure that any nurse using these will win the approbation of her patient.
The Naturally, the war has influenced the Christmas literature this year, and " Ten Little Boer Boys " is quite up-to-date. It is a parody upon the well known "Ten Little Nigger Boys," and the words fit the same music as the comic song.
The children, to whom the book may be given, will be pleased to recognise well-known 
